. Introduction
Our goal in this paper is to contribute to the history of Chulupí and of the Matacoan family of languages, to which Chulupí belongs, and to contribute modestly to methodological considerations in the application of internal reconstruction and its relationship to the comparative method. First, we apply internal reconstruction to a range of facts in Chulupí, postulating several sound changes in the history of the language. Second, we confront the results of this internal reconstruction with external comparisons based on cognates in other Matacoan languages, both to check the validity of the internal reconstruction and to contribute further to aspects of Matacoan historical linguistics. Finally, we discuss some of the methodological implications for internal reconstruction more generally.
Systematic comparison of Matacoan languages has not been undertaken. The only historical linguistic work on Matacoan itself is the following. Tovar briefly compared vocabulary items, mostly for lexicostatistical purposes (958, 96, 98) . Najlis (98) made an impressionistic survey of sounds in Matacoan languages, which does not identify actual cognates nor systematic sound correspondences. Viegas Barros 99 presented lexical comparisons of Matacoan forms (based on Najlis' unsystematic phonological reconstructions, though with minor modifications [Viegas Barros 99:9]), and Viegas Barros 00 provided a more detailed treatment of "dorsal" sounds (velars and uvulars) in Matacoan languages.
There was considerable earlier confusion about the relationship of Matacoan languages and possible connections with Guaycuruan languages. Our own investigation (in progress) shows very little lexical evidence upon which a hypothesis of genetic relationship could be based, though, as frequently pointed out, there are morphological similarities which need to be explained. Further work on the issue of a broader classification is required. 6 . The Guaycuruan languages are: Abipon, Mocoví, Pilagá, Toba, and Mbayá-Kadiweo. For example, D'Orbigny (89:) thought some Matacoan languages belonged with the Guaycuruan family, and the possibility of a Matacoan-Guaycuruan genetic relationship has been repeatedly discussed since, though the issue remains unresolved. Brinton (898:8) rejected the possibility of a relationship between Matacoan (Matako-Mataguayo) and Guaycuruan, as did . Lafone Quevedo (95:xix) later also separated the two families, attributing similarities between them to long contact in the region (see also Lehmann-Nitsche 96:). Henry (99:86) , however, suspected the two families were related and was tempted to place "Ashluslay" (Chulupí) in Guaycuruan until Franz Boas convinced him to moderate his view:
A comparison of this grammar [Hunt's (95) ] with that of Pilaga, a Guaycuru language, shows that although lexically Pilaga and Ashluslay are quite different the grammatical structures of the two languages are so similar that an ancient historical relationship should be postulated.
He concluded:
These correspondences [between Pilagá and Chulupí] do not argue very strongly for a single origin of the two languages, particularly in view of [the] fact that on the whole the vocabularies are extremely divergent. Nevertheless, if some good phonetic transcriptions of the Chaco languages were made it might turn out that d'Orbigny's guess [that the two families might be related] was a good one. (Henry 99:9.) The Matacoan and Guaycuruan families were frequently asserted to be related in broad wholesale classifications of South American languages (see for example Mason 950, Swadesh 959, Greenberg 987, Kaufman 99 ; cf. also Brinton 89, Loukotka 968) , but on the basis of little or no published evidence. Mason (950:0) accepted Henry's (99) grammatical evidence of a relationship between the two families in postulating "Macro-Guaicuruan" (to which he Later in the paper we present some preliminary comparative Matacoan considerations as they relate to the Chulupí internal reconstruction.
thought others might also be related, for example Chiquito(an) and Lule-Vilela). asserted that "even the most cursory examination will show that these two groups [Matacoan and Guaycuruan] are indeed closely related, " and that there are many "etymologies" involving Matacoan and Gauycuruan, though he presented only 5 lexical and 8 supposed grammatical shared similarities (Viegas Barros 99:9). There seem to be echoes of Lafone in this pronouncement: "from the most superficial examination the linguistic relationship that exists between this family [Matacoan] and the Guaycuruan group of languages jumps out at us, the lexical differences notwithstanding. " Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, Lafone Quevedo (95:xix) later rejected this view and separated the two families, attributing the similarities to contact. As Lafone Quevedo and others repeatedly pointed out, lexical similarities are few, though some structural similarities (in particular among the pronominal forms) are suggestive. As Imbelloni (96:97) put it, "comparando el grupo Mataco-Mataguayo con el Guaicurú, se ha destacado la semejanza gramatical del sistema pronominal (Lafone) y los nombres numerales (Vischi); sin embargo, el léxico no evidencia concordancias" ["when the Mataco-Mataguayo group is compared with the Guaicuruan, the grammatical similarity of the pronominal system and the numeral names stands out; nevertheless, the lexicon does not evidence agreements"]. Initially recognized the same problem, citing Lafone Quevedo, but attributed the grammatical similarity to language contact: "Un dialecto mataco, el vejos, que tiene mecanismo pronominal casi idéntico con el del grupo Guaycurú, y sin embargo, su vocabulario está muy distante de presentar las mismas analogías" [cited from Lafone Quevedo 896:] , es un vivo ejemplo de cómo pasan de un grupo a otro los morfemas" ["A Mataco dialect, Vejos, which "has [its] pronominal mechanism almost identical to that of the Guaycuruan group, and nevertheless, its vocabulary is very distant from presenting the same analogies, is a living example of how morphemes pass from one group to another"] (see also Tovar 95:0). Nevertheless, later Tovar (96) explored the possible relationship of Matacoan languages with other languages of the area; however, his treatment contains very limited data and involves no systematic historical or comparative work. Viegas Barros (99) tentatively defends the proposed relationship between the Matacoan and Guaycuruan families. His treatment is the most sophisticated, though far from conclusive.
. Chulupí internal reconstruction
The Chulupí roots with alternate forms to which we apply internal reconstruction are given in various tables below. 7 Among the domains in which internal reconstruction applies, a major one is to alternating forms, and an assumption underlying internal reconstruction is that the variants (allomorphs) of a morpheme all stem from a single invariant original form and that the variants are the result of conditioned changes that the language has undergone in its past. A single original form is postulated together with the changes necessary to produce the various shapes of the morpheme seen in its alternant forms. We undertake to do this in the internal reconstructions for Chulupí that follow. 8
.
Vowel Deletion
The forms in Table exhibit an alternation in which a vowel that is present in the left-hand column is missing from the related forms in the right-hand column. "hawk" axutsx-as "hawks" ϕatsux "centipede" ϕatsx-us "centipedes" snomax "ash" snomx-as "ashes" R"sex "seed" R"sx-ey "seeds"
. The phonemic inventory of Chulupí is (forms in brackets ([]) are phonetically present, but only as allophones of other sounds):
. The affixes in these data are separated by a hyphen. There are a number of different plural morphemes, some differences depend on whether the root is masculine or feminine in gender, though we do not specify the difference in these data; some have several allomorphs (where the initial vowel of some is predictable based on phonetic properties of the preceding syllables in the root). In the interest of space, we do not attempt internal reconstruction of these various plural suffixes here.
5 kutsxanax "thief " kutsxanx-as "thieves" 6 klutsex "bow, gun" klutsx-es "bows, guns" 7 xump'uwaRex "mountain lion" xump'uwaRx-es "mountain lions" 8 -p"set "lip" -p"st-es "lips" 9 nas-uk "guayacán (tree)" nas-k-uy "guayacans" 0 ϕa'ay-uk "algarrobo (acacia tree)" ϕa'ay-k-uy "algarrobos" ax"y-uk "mistol (tree)" ax"y-k-uy "mistols" t'apay-uk "ancoche (tree)" t'apay-k-uy "ancoches" xokitay-uk "lapacho (tree)" xokitay-k-uy "lapachos"
These forms suggest that formerly the words of the right-hand column in Set I had an additional vowel which was later lost to give the modern alternants, as in the sample reconstructions:
*axutsax "hawk" *axutsax-as "hawks" 8 *-p"set "lip" *-p"set-es "lips" *ax"y-uk "mistol (tree)" *ax"y-uk-uy "mistol trees"
These forms appear to have undergone a change which deleted a vowel when a vowel-initial suffix was added, so a reconstruction is postulated in which the vowel was originally present but later deleted, representable as:
V-deletion: V > Ø /__C+V *axutsax-as "hawks" 8 *-p"set-es "lips" *ax"yuk-uy "mistols" V-deletion: axutsxas -p"stes ax"ykuy
The change does not apply to the suffixless singular forms (of the left-hand column).
.2 Glottal stop deletion
The forms in Table also appear to undergo the Vowel-Deletion change, but additionally, if there is a /'/ present, it is also lost: Table 2 . Examples of vowel-deletion with loss of /'/ tisu'x "quebracho (tree)" tisx-uy "quebrachos" 5 k'utsa'x "old man" k'utsx-as "old men" 6 itsu'x "man, male" itsx-ay "men, males" 7 iy"'x "jaguar" iyx-as "jaguars"
We reconstruct these forms with the glottal stop originally present and postulate a later change which deleted it. We assume that glottal-stop deletion took place before vowel deletion, as in:
Pre-Chulupí: *tisu'x-uy "quebrachos" 7 *iy"'x-as "jaguars" /'/-loss: tisux-uy iy"x-as V-deletion: tisxuy iyxas
It might be imagined that perhaps the vowel loss and loss of glottal stop occurred simultaneously, but the forms in Table show loss of glottal stop without vowel deletion, in certain environments. Forms such as those in Table show that the environment for the vowel-deletion change can be refined, since the vowel is not deleted in these forms even though a suffix of the sort that triggered vowel loss follows in Tables and .   Table 3 . Cases of loss of /'/ without vowel deletion 8 ink"'p "year" ink"p-es "years" 9 R-u'p "nest" (its nest) R-up-is "nests" 0 k'utxa'n "small cactus thorn" k'utxan-is "small cactus thorns" -s"'t "vein" -s"t-ay "veins" it"'wat "hearth" it"wt-es "hearths" -wo'mat "wound" -wont-es "wounds"
It appears that vowel deletion takes place only if the vowel is preceded by another vowel and only a single consonant and followed by a vowel-initial suffix in the next syllable, but not when preceded by two or more consonants (as in 8, with /nk/) or by a word-initial single consonant (as in 9). The vowel is not deleted in *ink"'p-es "years" and *Ru'p-is "nests", for otherwise it would result in non-permitted consonant clusters (�/nk'p/ in "years" and �/R'p/ in "nests").
. Vowel deletion, adjusted
The forms of Table provide additional information relevant to the contexts in which vowel deletion took place. Table 4 . Cases lacking expected vowel deletion asakts-uk "bola verde (tree)" asakts-uk-uy "bola verde trees" 5 yikts-uk "yuchán (tree)" yikts-uk-uy "yuchán trees" 6 kotsxa't "land" kotsxat-es "lands"
Here, *$s$ktsuk-uy "bola verde trees", does not become �$s$ktskuy, as it would if the vowel deletion change applied without regard for the possible kinds of resulting consonant clusters. The vowel deletion change, then, appears to have taken place in the following environments, with glottal stop deletion applying earlier:
Thus the change did not apply to and did not produce the prohibited consonant cluster ktsk, since $s$ktsuk-uy does not fit the conditions of the change, as now stated, which permits vowel deletion only after a single consonant, preceded by a vowel (not if kts precedes the vowel, as it does in -note /ts/ is a single segment, dental affricate, so that kts is a cluster of two consonants).
. The kl~k alternation
The forms in Table 5 illustrate a different sort of alternation: /kl/ with /k/ when in final position or before a consonant. Table 5 . Examples of kl~k alternation 7 siw"klak "spider" siw"klakl-is "spiders" 8 aϕte'k "orphan" aϕtekl-es "orphans" 9 tsekleklek "woodpecker" tsekleklekl-is "woodpeckers" (species) 0 xa-t-pek "I return (to here)" xa-t-pekl-e'R "we return (to here)" -wa'k "intestine" -wakl-ay "intestines" niwak-če "woman" niwakle "man, person" "sč'ak-če "widow"
"my niece" yi-ϕ"kla "my nephew"
We postulate the change of Delateralization to account for this alternation: PC: 7 *siw"klakl "spider" *siw"klakl-is "spiders" *niwakle-če "woman"
siw"klak -niwak-če MC:
siw"klak siw"klaklis niwakče
The Chulupí /kl/ is a single segment, with the velar and dental lateral phonetic gestures coarticulated and released simultaneously. Forms such as siw"kl$kl-is "spiders" might appear to be an exception to the Vowel-Deletion change, since we would expect �siw"klklis with a deleted vowel, which does not occur. In spite of appearances, this is not a problem for the analysis of /kl/ as a single segment. That is, if /kl/ were treated as a consonant cluster, the vowel would not delete, since a form would result in a consonant cluster of four members (klkl), which is not allowed. However, in this case it is not a matter of this sort of prohibited consonant clusters; rather, it is a matter of an additional constraint on the possible clusters which can result from vowel deletion. Namely, there are no instances in which VowelDeletion results in geminate consonants (clusters of identical consonants), no instances of: -nVn-> -nn-, -mVm-> -mm-, -RVR-> -RR-, -tVt-> -tt-, -tsVts-> -tsts-, -kVk-> -kk-, and so on. The absence of -klkl-, thus, is not evidence that /kl/ might be treated as a cluster preventing vowel deletion. Rather, it reflects the prohibition against geminates in the consonant clusters which result from vowel deletion. The more accurate form of the Vowel-Deletion change, then, appears to be:
Spirantization
The forms in Table 5 reveal another alternation, /k/ with /x/. Table 6 . Examples of k~x alternation 5 tow"k "river" towx-ay "rivers" 6 ϕinok "tobacco" ϕinx-ay "tobaccos" 7 i-tu'k "my arm" i-tx-uy "my arms" 8 tsanu'-k "duraznillo (tree)" tsanx-uy "duraznillos" 9 ma'n-uk "Northern Chorote" manx-uy "Northern Chorotes" 0 niy"k "cord, rope" niyx-ay "cords, ropes"
We postulate that after the vowel-deletion change eliminated the vowel, /k/ as the final member of the newly created consonant cluster became /x/ (perhaps by dissimilation).
The history of changes in 5 towx$y "rivers" and 7 itxuy "my arms", for example, under this hypothesis, is (Sp = spirantization):
Pre-Chulupí: 5 *tow"k-ay "rivers" 7 *i-tu'k-uy "my arms" VD:
towk-ay it'k-uy GD: : -itk-uy Sp: : towxay itxuy Modern Chulupí:
/towxay/ /itxuy/ However, there is not just a k~x alternation, but also a č~x alternation, as seen in the forms in Table 7 : Table 7 . Examples of č~x alternation namač "axe" namx-ay "axes" k' onač "strip of cloth" k' onx-ay "strips of cloth" -šateč "head" -šatx-es "heads" titeč "plate" titx-ey "plates" 5 -xp"yič "house" -xp"yx-ey "houses" 6 katseč "wood chip" katsx-es "wood chips" 7 t'itseč "well" t'itsx-es "wells"
We postulate a spirantization change of the following form to account for these alternations:
Thus, we postulate the following history of changes for the forms which illustrate the spirantization change:
PC: *-šateč-es "heads" 6 *ϕinok-ay "tobaccos" 5 *yiktsuk-uy "yuchán trees"
/-šatxes/ /ϕinxay/ /yiktsukuy/ PC: 0 *k'utxa'n-is "thorns" 5 *k'utsa'x-as "old men" *axutsax-as "hawks"
The origins of /č/ Spirantization, in which both /k/ and /č/ alternate with /x/, suggests room for further internal reconstruction. That is, there are plausible phonetic reasons why /k/ might become /x/. It is sometimes argued that stops as the second member of some clusters, especially after other stops, are perceptually more difficult than corresponding fricatives, and dissimilations such as that in the Spirantization Change make it easier to perceive the two consonants; such dissimilations are not uncommon in other languages. 9 However, an alternation of /x/ with /č/ is unusual. This prompts us to explore the possibility that both /x/ and /č/ started out as *k, where first the change to x after appropriate consonants took place, and then later remaining instances of*k (which had not changed to x) changed to č in the appropriate environments. While this is highly plausible (for example for typological reasons), the evidence preserved in Chulupí alternations is limited and may be insufficient to recover this change fully, even if it did take place. While internal reconstruction is often able to recover conditioned changes, it is unable to recover unconditioned changes or changes where the conditioning environment has been changed dramatically by other subsequent changes (cf. Campbell 00:8-0 [ð] ), making the former fricative voicing environment even more opaque. This makes internal reconstruction in such cases very difficult, often impossible, though for typological reasons, postulating a change θ > ð /V__V would not be an unreasonable guess (though this environment is not always confirmed in the evidence available). It is possible that the /k/ and /č/ alternations with /x/ in Chulupí are of this sort, once the result of conditioned changes but no longer clearly recoverable due to subsequent changes which eroded or substantially changed the sounds which conditioned the alternations. Nevertheless, the alternation of both /k/ and /č/ with /x/ suggests that the possibility of an internal reconstruction which joins these be explored and that comparative or documentary evidence that might shed further light on this matter be sought.
This raises a question: Is there evidence in Chulupí which points to the possibility that /č/, or at least some of the /č/'s, come from *k? There are a few forms which 9. For example, we can compare Finnish /ks/ clusters, which alternate with /ht/, as in /kaksi/ 'two' (nominative singular) and /kahte-en/ 'into two' (illative singular); /kahteen/ is from *k$ktehen > k$hteen by dissimilation; k$ksi is from *k$kte > k$kti (e > i / __ #) > k$ksi (t > s / __ i). The change t > s /__i took place before the change of k > h / __ t. It is sometimes argued that the greater perceptual difficulty for distinguishing place of articulation in stop clusters led to dissimilation of the /k/ to /h/ before the stop /t/ in this case.
are suggestive of a possible direct k/č connection in the language (also k'/č'), and some affixes have allomorphic variants with both k and č (or both (also k' and č'). One example is the irregular verb "to go": x-"k "I go", R-"k "you go", y-ič "he/she/it goes". The third person form yič may be derived from *y-"k > yik > yič, where the č is the result of phonetic conditioning by the i. This account of yič, though plausible, is inconclusive. Nevertheless, comparative evidence does seem to confirm that Chulupí has changed from an earlier k; Wichí and Maká have yik "he/she/it goes". (Other comparative evidence is considered below.)
Another case that appears to reflect the k/č connection is seen in the suffix -č$t/-k$t "stand of trees or plants". In broad outlines, -č$t seems to occur with an /i/, /y/, /e/, or /a/ preceding it in the word, as in: xokita-čat "stand of lapacho trees"
"txaye-čat "stand of molle trees" saniya-čat "watermelon patch" afkatiniwa-čat "stand of willow trees" klatsiki-čat "stand of willow trees" fts"nxa-čat "stand of suncho trees" ax"y-čat "stand of mistol trees"
On the other hand, -k$t appears typically to follow /o/, /u/, and /"/, as in:
iktsu-kat "stand of yuchán trees" xuk"x-kat "stand of boba trees" xo-kat "stand of sandalwood trees" tisxu-kat "stand of quebracho trees" i'kl"x-kat "stand of white quebracho trees" kixu-kat "stand of palo blanco trees"
The rare doublet, $s$ktsi-č$t and $s$ktsu-k$t "bola verde stand", seems to suggest further that the two variants of the suffix are conditioned by preceding front vowels for -č$t and by back vowels for -k$t. The situation is not that clean, however, as shown by n$su-č$t "guayacan stand", where with u the -k$t variant would have been expected. (See comparative evidence below.) Another instance of a possible direct k/č alternation involves the reasonably common suffix -če "female", which has a rarer alternative -ke in some examples. Examples of the -če suffix include: yikumx$f$-če "my (female) companion" (contrast yikumx$f$ "my (male) companion"), kuw$yt$-če "female donkey" (cf. kuw$yt$x "male donkey"), tinoy-če "Wichí woman" (cf. tinoy "Wichí"), t$yxe-če "witch (female)" (cf. t$ye'x "male witch"), and seen above in niw$k-če "woman"(cf. niw$kle "man, person") and "sč'$k-če "widow" (cf. "sč'$kl$x "widower"), among others. There are a few instances which appear with a -ke variant of this suffix, for example: s$mto-ke "criolla, non-Indian woman" (cf. s$mto "criollo, non-Indian man"). 0 These seem to match the common but not exceptionless distribution of -č$t after front vowels and glides, and -k$t after back vowels.
Another example (with k' and č'), involves the verbal suffix -č' e "inside" (Matacoan languages have a rich system of verbal directional and locative suffixes), as for example x$n-č' e "I put (it) inside". This morpheme has a rarer variant in -k' e, as for example x$w-k' e "I am/live inside" (x$"k' e in another variety of the language).
Other examples, however, suggest that more than the nature of the preceding vowel (or glide) may be involved: ux-k' e "thick" (< ux "big, fat" + -k' e "extensive"), but u-s-č' e "thick ones" (< ux "big, fat" + -s "plural" + -č' e "extensive"). The u in this case does not protect the suffix from being palatalized to -č' in u-s-č' e, as might be expected. Seemingly, the s in some way nullifies the influence of the u, permitting -č' e here instead of -k' e.
From alternations such as these involving /k/ and /č/ (also /k'/ and /č'/), we can speculate that these should be reconstructed with *k (and *k'), which changed to č (and č' respectively) in the environment of preceding front vowel or glide, and remained k (and k') in the environment of preceding back vowels (or glides). Nevertheless, there are too many exceptions which have k or k' with front vowels and of č or č' with back vowels to guarantee this internal reconstruction generally. As will be seen presently, there is comparative evidence seen in related languages for positing a change in Chulupí of k to č (and k' to č') in the environment of front vowels (and y); however, if such a change did once take place, it is no longer productive in the language and is difficult to see, since many instances of k and k' with front vowels remain unpalatalized and numerous cases of č and č' occur without the presence of front vowels, several examples of which were seen above. Some other examples of exceptional /k/ or /k'/ after /i, y, e, a/ where č or to č' is predicted are:
yikt' e "my grandmother" yikt' e'č "my grandmother" akxi "inside" takum'e "he grabs, lifts" xaykum'e "I grab, lift" xayk'uyč' e "I distance myself, go farther away" xamkat "he extinguishes it" imak "it went out, extinguished" 0. Related to this are the alternations seen in a few kinship terms: -n"ts'$x-ke'e "granddaughter (woman's)" -n"'tsič'$ "grandson (woman's)" -nt"kleš-če'e "granddaughter (man's)" -nt"kšič'$ "grandson (man's)" išt'ake "my earring" yitako "my forehead" tik'inak "small ones, little ones"
. The origins of /š/, and the š ~ x alternation
Chulupí is unusual in Matacoan in that it has a phonemic /š/ not found in the other languages, and this š also alternates with x in a few affixes. This fact suggests that we should seek an internal reconstruction account for this alternation also. The fact that k alternates, at least in some instances, with č in the environment after front vowels and y suggests the possibility that perhaps š comes from x in the same environment. Examples are not as abundant as with the other alternations investigated here, but they are sufficient to suggest we propose just such a hypothesis to account for the origin of Chulupí š, as seen in the following variants of a few affixes:
-xa'ne/-ša'ne ixo'-xa'ne "lying down" xa'aw-xa'ne "I am sitting (down)" [I-sit/live-down] x-anu'-xa'ne "I crouch (down)" [I-crouch-down] x-an-ša'ne "I lower it" [I-place/put-down] t' eklit-ša'ne "he got it down" xa'yač'i-ša'ne "I spit (down)"
The -xa'ne variant is much rarer than the -ša'ne one.
We reconstruct *x for the x/š alternation, and we propose a tentative internal reconstruction, then, which combines the changes k > č (including k' > č') and x > š into one change after front vowels (i, e, $) and y:
Palatalization: Velar > Alveopalatal / i, e, a, y ___ Still, as mentioned, though there are sufficient examples to suggest such a palatalization change following front vowels and y, there are also a sufficient number of exceptions which do not conform, so that absolute confirmation on the basis of internal evidence within Chulupí is not available.
. Matacoan comparative information
We turn now to the comparative Matacoan evidence to see whether evidence in related languages bears on the tentative Chulupí internal reconstruction of *k for both the k/x alternation and for the k/č alternation, with *k' for the k'/č' alternation, and *x for the x/š alternation. The cognate sets presented in Table 8 illustrate the sound correspondences bearing on k and č (also on k' and č', treated together with k and č) in the various languages. 5.
"dust" (cf. "excrement") 55. kata:ki Raϕkatax k'atak (~q'ataq) qaXtets "horse fly"
"fly"
56. ihnyehkay šnakxay xunkhay "fog" 57. -ak -"k -ak (Tovar) -aq (-ek "to eat") "food"
58. -ka'la' -k"kl"' -kala "foot" 59. -te:mak -aϕk'u't temek -'aftuk "gall" 60. (n-te) -kt' e -katela ewket-i' "grandmother" 6.
-akt' eč -čati ewket "grandfather" 6. -koy -kwe-č' o -koy "hand" kwey "hand, forearm" 6. kyus kus kus "heat" 6. -kasili (-k"'s "tail") -kasley "intestine" 65. -akús -akxus -aqhuts "knee" 66. kahlek -k"xRak -aqRik "liver" 67. wisyuk ϕts-u'k hwits-uk fits-uk "palm" (diffused?) 68. taki:-na tak"iš, tako "ravine" tako "forehead, ravine" 69. te:wak tow"k tewok "river" 70. niyek niy"k niy"k niyak "rope, cord" (diffused) -
kihét-uk kxat-uk čahat-uk khat-uk khatk-wi 'pl' "cardón cactus" (prickly pear) 90.
-
9.
-to:kyo'ts' e' -tako -tačo -itko-yek "forehead" All rights reserved A comparison of the Chulupí forms in Sets I and II of Table 8 reveals k in Set I but č in Set II, both corresponding to k in the other three languages (sometimes to q in Maká). Moreover, the č in the Chulupí forms of Set II appears limited in its occurrence to either immediately before or after a front vowel, i, e, or $ (when not in a consonant cluster), while the Chulupí k in Set I does not occur with these vowels. We hypothesize then that these two sound correspondences represent Proto-Matacoan *k, and that the difference came about by the conditioned sound change in Chulupí:
Chulupí Palatalization: *k > č / __ i, e, a ' 1
i, e, a __
We conclude that the comparative evidence does provide support for deriving at least some instances of Chulupí č (as well as k) from an original *k, which constitutes additional support for the probable accuracy of the internal reconstruction of *k for the sounds of the Spirantization change which relates both the k ~ x and the č ~ x alternations to *k. Moreover, the comparative evidence seems to indicate a historical complementary distribution where č occurs only in the environment of front vowels and k elsewhere. Also, there is comparative Matacoan evidence for deriving Chulupí š from Proto-Matacoan *x (as seen in the cognate sets 56, 85, 87, etc.) . This means that the Palatalization change in Chulupí is confirmed by the comparative data, both k > č and x > š in the environment of front vowels and y.
(Nevertheless, the comparative perspective is necessary in order to see this, since such a complementary distribution is no longer completely clear in synchronic Chulupí data. For example, there are numerous cases of /k/ in the environments before and after front vowels (yikt' e "my grandmother", y$kiset "peccary (species)", ixpek "my shadow", -"xke "bottle") and of /č/ in environments other than after /i/, /e/, and /a/ (n$suč$t "stand of guayacan trees", tsučše "lance", tisxuč$t "stand of quebracho trees").
In the cognates among Matacoan languages we notice also that the Chulupí k in the forms of Set III also does not occur in the immediate environment of i or e. It is only Wichí which is different in this set, with k in Set I just as in the other languages, but with č in Set III where the others (including Chulupí) have some form of k. (Wichí also has k in Set II where Chulupí has č in the environment of i and e.) It is not clear what the best reconstruction for Set III would be and clearly more work is needed. However, judging from the Chorote cognates, which have ky or ki, we might postulate *ky or some kind of fronted k for Proto-Matacoan, with the sound changes:
*ky > k in Chulupí *ky > č in Wichí (Western dialects) Perhaps *ky > ki /__C or something similar in Chorote.
The reflexes in Maká are as yet uncertain.
We look again now at the sets of Tables -6, this time to examine the cognates of the alternating Chulupí forms found in other Matacoan languages. There . It should be noted that Wichí has considerable dialect differentiation, with k or ky in northern and southern dialects, but with č in western dialects (cf. Najlis 97:8) -since the sources of data are from different dialects, the forms may vary with respect to whether they have ky or č.
2. An alternative possibility deserves investigation, although the data currently available do not provide sufficient support. It is possible that the sound correspondence of Set I (k-k-k-k/q) represents an original *q (uvular stop) while that of Set III (k(y)-k-č-k) and also Set II (k-č-k-k)) represents *k (velar stop). The q-k contrast is present in the neighboring Guaycuruan languages, and [q] is found phonetically in Matacoan languages at least in Chulupí, Wichí, and Maká. This [q] is only an allophone of /k/ in predictable phonetic environments in Chulupí (e.g. with backvowels and certain consonants; it is in free variation in other contexts) and it is clearly in complementary distribution with [k] in Wichí. In Maká, however, the two sounds contrast according to analysis, though /q/ seems to appear in no predictable fashion in Set I, which perhaps should be separated into two correspondences sets, k-k-k-q for those cognates with /q/ in Maká and k-k-k-k for those with /k/ in Maká. It could be that Proto-Matacoan also originally had the contrast where the two have merged in the individual languages except Maká, though perhaps still reflected distinctly in these different sound correspondence sets. A complication for this hypothesis is the fact that the /k/-/q/ contrast in Maká is not distributed in such a way to match these distinct correspondences sets well. It could be, of course, that as yet undetected sound changes in Maká have complicated this, although such speculation at present is not warranted. is unfortunately not a very large number of cognates in the other Matacoan languages matching the Chulupí forms which have the x/č alternation for which internal reconstruction suggested a possible original *k. Nevertheless, the cognates that are found do provide insight into the sound changes postulated in the Chulupí internal reconstruction. These cognates are given in Table 9 . (The forms from the other languages which are listed with a question mark are parallel but probably not cognate). klutsex lutseh-a'la' "bow, gun" klutsxes "bows, guns" 7.
xump'uwaRex p'uwaRáh (Braunstein) "mountain lion" xump'uwaRxes "mountain lions" 8. -pa:sat -p"set p"set -pas "lip" -p"st-es -pastey -pasits, -apsits "lips" 9.
nas-uk "guayacán (tree)" nas-k-uy "guayacans" 0. wa'ay-uk ϕa'ay-uk hwa'ayuk -"algarrobo (tree)" wa'ay-k-uy ϕa'ay-k-uy "algarrobos" . ahay-uk axay-uk ahayuk -"mistol (tree)" axay-k-uy ahaychat (Tovar) "mistols"
. t'apay-uk "ancoche (tree)" t'apay-k-uy "anoches" a. kokhit-ok xokitay-uk hoktek -"lapacho (arbol)" xokitay-k-uy "lapachos" b.
kl"tsikiy-uk lattsikiyuk "willow tree" kl"tsikiy-k-uy lattsikiyuket "willow trees"
SET II Chorote Chulupí Wichí Maká gloss .
tisu'x čeSy-uk keReykutek "quebracho (tree)" tisx-uy "quebracho colorado (tree)"
"quebracho colorado"
"quebrachos" isten-ik isten'i sitinuk "quebracho blanco" sitinkwi "quechrachos blancos" 5.
k'utsa'x č'ut "old" čitax, <chut> "old" (Tovar) k'utsaX "old man"
k'utsx-as k'utshets "old men" 6.
itsu'x Setsux 'male' "man" itsx-ay "men" 7. a'yxe iy"'x (h)a'y"h i'iha-taX "gato onza"
"jaguar"
a'ye-hes iyx-as hazy"hSs "jaguars" 
it"'wat "hearth" it"wtes "hearths" .
-wo'mat ? amo "wound, sore" womak'a "to harm, hurt"
?-womo' "boil" "wound"
-wontes -womol "wounds"
. Compare Chulupí ix"t$x 'gato onza'; -t$x is a suffix meaning 'similar to' , very productive in animal and plant names. k' onač "strip of cloth" k' onxay "strips of cloth" 5.
hetek -šateč -etek "head" -eht-aí -satx-es "heads" 6. tetik titeč "plate" tehtiy titxey "plates" 7a.
-xp"yič "house" -xp"yxey "houses" 7b. ihnyetak xunšatač n$tek xunxetek "tusca (tree)" xunšatx-es "tuscas"
SET VII Chorote Chulupí Wichí Maká gloss .
siwa:lak siw"klak siwalaX "spider" siwa:lakis siw"klakl-is siwalaXits "spiders" .
aϕte'k wahčí ? (Braunstein) aftil "orphan" aϕtekl-es aftilets "orphans" . tsekleklek "woodpecker" tsekleklekl-is "woodpeckers" (species) .
a-pil-met xa-t-pek tapiS (Braunstein) he-t-pil "I return (to here)" a-pil-a-met xa-t-pekl-e'R "we return (to here)" 5.
-wa'k "intestine" -wakl-ay "intestines" 6.
niwak-če --"woman" -niwakle --"man, person"
7. sye'ela-ki "sč'ak-če "widow" sye'ela "sč'aklax "widower" 8a.
-ϕ"kč' e' waklani "niece" wa'Sá'ni (Braunstein) "niece" -ϕ"kla wakla "nephew" wa'Sá'ni (Braunstein) "nephew" 9. <siwan"k> tsiwanaq "dorado" (fish) <sivan"kis> tsinawanqits "dorados"
These cognates provide some relevant and revealing evidence. For the reconstruction of the Chulupí x ~ č alternation as *k, they do not afford abundant evidence, but they do provide some. For example, in the case of 5 -š$teč "head" / -š$tx-es "heads", the cognates in the other languages show final k: Chorote hetek and Wichí -etek. A different cognate set (7b) with Chulupí xunš$t$č "tusca (tree)" has the Maká cognate xunxetek, Wichí n$tek, and Chorote ihnyet$k. That is, the comparative evidence appears to provide external support for the hypothesis that the Chulupí alternation of x ~ č comes from Pre-Chulupí *k, as does the x ~ k alternation, since cognates in the sister languages, though few in number, have k.
The comparative evidence is secure that Chulupí /kl/ corresponds to /l/ of the other Matacoan languages (see cognate sets -8), reflecting Proto-Matacoan *l. There is little reason to doubt the reconstruction of Pre-Chulupí *kl and the postulated sound change of Delateralization for those cases in which final k alternates with non-final kl, and the external comparative evidence supports this decision, as, for example, in with /l/ in both the singular and plural in Chorote, and in where the Maká cognates, $ftil "orphan" ($ftilets "plural"), confirm the original *l, where the Chulupí cognates bear /kl/ ~ /k/.
The comparative evidence also bears on the Vowel-Deletion sound change in Chulupí. We reconstructed these alternating forms as having vowels present in Pre-Chulupí which were deleted later in the history of the language in the appropriate contexts. However, many of the Maká cognates exhibit the same alternation (with vowel loss, for example in 8, 5, , and 8), and therefore in light of the comparative evidence it is necessary to revise this and to postulate that this change (Vowel Deletion) took place at least as early as the common Chulupí-Maká period -that is, it is not subject just to internal reconstruction in Chulupí alone, but rather reflects a shared change at an earlier time (see below).
. Conclusions: Consequences for internal reconstruction
Although internal reconstruction is a staple of historical linguistics textbooks and handbooks (see for example Anttila 97, 989, Hoenigswald 9, 960, Lass 997:-, Ringe 00, Campbell 00, etc.), few studies have been directed significantly to internal reconstruction by itself (among the few are Chafe 959,
. While more work is required, our preliminary findings support a subgrouping of Matacoan languages in two branches, one with Wichí and Chorote, and the other with Chulupí and Maká. There are some shared sound changes (such as the vowel-deletion represented in Change ) and much shared vocabulary which appear to group Chulupí and Maká as members of a subgroup. Hoenigswald 9, 960, Marchand 956, Lass 977) . 5 Internal reconstruction often figures in treatments of histories of specific languages, though generally without comment directed at the method itself (for South American examples, see Dixon 00 and Gerzenstein 987). We hope that this internal reconstruction of several changes in Chulupí offers some insight into the application of internal reconstruction and its limitations, and helps to understand the relationship of internal reconstruction and the comparative method to one another. We learn about aspects of the history of Chulupí through the application of internal reconstruction, and we verify some internal reconstruction hypotheses suggested but not confirmed by the alternations internal to Chulupí alone through the examination of the comparative evidence and the application of the comparative method. Naturally, we also come to understand aspects of the history of the other Matacoan languages through the application of the comparative method. The application of both methods, together, offers depth of understanding and allows us to confirm the changes treated in this paper and to support the reconstructions postulated. In particular, the change of *k to č after front vowels and y in Chulupí is only suggested in the evidence for internal reconstruction, but is not adequately confirmed on the basis of internal evidence alone. It is the application of the comparative method and the insights afforded from the comparative evidence in the other Matacoan languages which gives confirming support for this hypothesized reconstruction for Pre-Chulupí and for this proposed sound change. In short, the methods complement one another, each adding richness of detail; the results of both methods together provide a more complete and satisfying picture.
There is discussion in the literature -and some confusion -about whether internal reconstruction must be applied first, before the comparative method, or vice versa. The results of this paper lend support to Anttila's (968) demonstration that there is no standard order for the application of these two methods. In some instances, the prior application of internal reconstruction feeds comparative reconstruction, as is the case here with the Delateralization sound change (kl > k / word-finally and before certain consonants), which has the result that no Chulupí k which alternates with kl needs to be compared directly with l in the other Matacoan languages; rather the l of these other Matacoan languages can be compared to reconstructed *kl of Pre-Chulupí if internal reconstruction is applied before the comparative method. However, in other instances, a prior application of internal reconstruction would misleadingly bleed input from the comparative method. For example, if internal reconstruction were applied first to the Vowel-Deletion alternations in . In fact, some of the works often listed in bibliographies touching on internal reconstruction actually bear very little connection with the method of internal reconstruction as recognized today (see for examples, Naert 957, Kuryłowicz 96, 97) .
Chulupí (and independently to Maká, which has similar alternations), this alternation would be factored out in Pre-Chulupí (and in Pre-Maká); if the comparative method were then applied to Pre-Chulupí and Pre-Maká (to which the vowels have been restored in internal reconstruction and the alternation is no longer visible) and the other Matacoan languages, we would not see that in fact the vowel-loss alternation is older, found also in corresponding forms in Maká, Chulupí's closest relative. However, if the cognates with the vowel present and those lacking the vowel are both compared between Chulupí and Maká (before internal reconstruction), then via the comparative method we recover the fact that the alternation is older, that the VowelDeletion change took place at least as early as the common Chulupí-Maká period. If the comparative method is applied to Chulupí and Maká before internal reconstruction, then we reconstruct the alternations to this intermediate proto-language. If we then apply internal reconstruction to Proto-Chulupí-Maká, we discover the Vowel Deletion sound change and reconstruct it to Pre-Proto-Chulupí-Maká. The point, then, is that there is no set order in which internal reconstruction and the comparative method should be applied with respect to one another. We need to be able to test the results in both orders of application, on the one hand with internal reconstruction undertaken before the comparative method, and on the other hand with the comparative method applied before internal reconstruction, in order to make certain that we are not attributing alternations from some earlier proto-language (as in the case of the Vowel-Deletion alternation) to the history of an individual daughter language instead. As Brian Joseph has pointed out to us (personal communication), this is how it should be. What is at stake is just plain reconstruction, not the arbitrary decision to consider internal or external evidence in some particular order.
